To access our Interactive Map, visit: gfsmap.org | Tag, follow, and share: @groundsforsculpture

**RESTROOMS**

3 Acer Courtyard

**GARDEN FEATURES**

A Red Maple Allée
B Rat’s Pond & Monet’s Bridge
C Deciduous Conifer Collection
D The Orchard
E Forest of the Subconscious
F Amphitheater
G Wisteria Pergola
H Lotus Pond
I Water Garden
J River Birch Allée

**KEY LOCATIONS**

• Rat’s Woodlands
• Museum Orchard
• Sculpture Court
• Great Lawn
• Lake Side
• Peacock Run
• The Meadow

**PLEASE NOTE:**

- All buildings and indoor spaces are closed
- Masks required when social distancing is not possible or in high traffic areas
- Re-entry to GFS is not permitted

**DIETING**

1 Seward Johnson Center for the Arts
   Van Gogh Café
   Information

2 Rat’s Restaurant
   Please note: the walking path to Rat’s Restaurant is currently closed.